
"With Topic'it, we wanted to offer a unique and 
new experience for the forums users. Giving a 
fast, useful and nice mobile navigation on 
these websites appeared like a priority in this 
new digital age where the user's experience 
has never been so important".

Project Manager 
Cédric Kocher

Of course, you'll find back all the message 
boards fonctionnalities : exploring the  
conversations, creating a topic, posting a 
new answer or sending private messages.

To sum up, it's a new way to go through 
the discussions forums.        

TTopic’it is the "rendez-vous" of the people 
who love to share their passions. Stay 
connected to your favorite communities 
wherever you are and discover forums 
and online communities !

we invite you to try our new App today 
and welcome to Topic'it!

Easy to use, Topic’it will make you             
rediscover the forums through a          
fonctionnal and intuitive application,          
available on mobile devices. 

Searching, consulting and participating to 
a forum has never been so nice and easy ! 

YYou can find and administrate your          
favorite forums on a unique mobile          
application, and you'll enjoy all the Topic’it              
advantages : following as many forums as 
you want,  signing up easily to the forums 
(SSO), a notifications system, private 
messages... And above all, you can stay 
connectedconnected with your community ! 

A SIMPLE and FREE mobile app to access to your favorite forums.

Available free of charge on  iOS and Android

The Topic'it application's purpose is to give a new youth to the forums by 
providing a modern interface, adapted to mobiles and tablets.

You can also add your own message boards thanks to an API. The documentation about it is 
available on the website of the application.

You can say goodbye to the 
complicated forums and their 
outdated design…
TTopic'it makes you redicover the 
forums with a modern, fast and 
simple interface, and everything 
is 100% on mobile and free !

You won't miss any discussion   
anymore thanks to Topic'it !


